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Zen Sitting –Principles and Preparation

General principles for Zen Sitting:

All kinds of Zen practices are through mind. The five minds below present the right quality of a 
Zen Mind, but it doesn’t mean to you can possess them right away, it will take time to cultivate 
them. The whole process of Zen practice is a way of tuning up mind. The Zen practice is 
nothing but practicing mind! 

Open mind
No discrimination to any phenomena, like space contain everything without clinging to 
anything.

Balanced mind
Balanced concentration (neither too dull/loose nor too exciting/tense, neither resist against nor 
attach to anything.).

Clear mind
Clear awareness on the moments of happening.

Clean mind
Be aware of it is what it is without attachments (no imagination, conceptualized judgment, 
expectative output… )

Preparations for sitting meditation:

Preparation is necessary for doing anything, it helps conditions gathering and ready for what is 
going to be done. The preparation is part of the Zen practice, it enhance cultivating awareness 
and understanding about phenomena. 

Warm up with environment
 Contact with seat, room, wares, light, sound, people… and keep open mind to everything.
 Thanks to the conditions and the people who support this environment.
 Appreciate other practitioners (if there are) and feel precious to practice together.

Motive
 To confess all the unwholesome mental or physical actions, and vows not to make again 

in now and the future.
 Remind yourself of Buddha’s practicing under Bodhi tree, and his achieving the whole

enlightenment. I should practice along the way of Buddha.
 It is the way to release the stress of now. 
 It is the way to improve the balance of life. 
 It is the way not only to free myself but also to help any other beings free from suffering 

and the realm of suffering – Samsara (rebirth cycle).

Dharma View
 The causes of suffering are the dusts of greed, hatred and ignorance. 
 The source of dusts is the illusion of inherent nature and the attachment to it.
 Everything inside or outside us are all changing in every moment.
 The causes, conditions and effects are interdependent and interactive to each other.
 The mind, body and breathing is here and now.
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Shape of hands (mudra)
 For Insight Meditation on body, just put hands on the crossed legs naturally, palms side by 

side and face down, wrists and fingers are relaxed. Though, this is not a regular mudra, 
but it is still meaningful, to remind us to “put down everything” (letting go). As it is said by 
Buddha in [The Great Discourse on the Establishing of Awareness]: “there is mere 
understanding along with mere awareness. In this way he dwells detached, without 
clinging towards anything in the world (of mind and matter)”. 

Venerable Mahasi Sayadaw

 For Samatha (calm abiding) meditation, the hands should be in “Samadhi-mudra”: at first, 
put left palm on the middle of the crossed legs, facing up; then put right palm onto the left; 
the tips of two thumbs touch to each other slightly, looks like a oval. The wrists and finger 
joints should be relaxed. This is one of the typical mudra in Zen practice. The left hand 
means “stable mind with wisdom”, the right hand implies “the methods of practice”. The 
right hand taken by left hand means: all kinds of practice should be always supported by 
stable mind with wisdom, in order to see through the phenomena to realize the truth of 
reality. 

Tune up body and breathing
 The cushion should not be too hard or too soft, and has suitable height to sit on stably and 

comfortably, and can help backbones keep in naturally straight.
 Bend body forward, then lift up head, spread up upper body, until the back is in naturally 

straight.
 Breathe in deeply and blow out, until the air to be blew out becomes thin and soft.
 When you feel the breathing through nostril is enough, just close mouth slightly, the 

tongue naturally touching the upper palate. 
 Be aware of the touching with seat, the touching of crossed legs, the touching between 

hands and body…
 Be aware of the general posture and its sensation: loose down knees, unlock hip bones, 

relax down lower back, spread up back bones, release neck, loose down shoulders and 
elbows, unlock wrists and finger joints. The whole body feel soft and elastic…

 With the sensation of whole body, be aware of the breathing of whole body.

To warm up concentration through counting breathing
 With the natural inhaling and exhaling, to count “1” when inhaling, to count “2” when 

exhaling, until count “12”. Then start from “1” again, until “12”. In cycles, The number 
should match with breathing, the number is NOT just number, the number is the breathing. 
Don’t try to force the breathing for counting. 

 When you feel you needn’t make effort to count the breathing clearly without any 
distraction, you can put awareness onto further meditation target (such as “state of breathing 
through nostril” or “state of abdomen’s moving”, etc. as demonstrated below.) 


